Marvelous Myanmar & Northern Vietnam

March 19th - 30th 2020

Myanmar (formerly known as Burma) opened its doors to the world less than 10 years ago and we’ve been taking our travel
club there ever since. From the bustling night markets and food stalls in the capital, to “The Land of 4 Million Pagodas” in
Bagan, our 6 nights here will finish on the stunning Inle Lake, dotted with unique stilt villages, floating gardens, and arguably
the most picturesque location in all of Myanmar! It’s time to keep exploring this country as much as possible before too many
tourists taint the amazing culture, temples, people, & off the path adventures around every corner.
Next up, 5 nights in Northern Vietnam will take us through Hanoi, the country’s capital and cultural epicenter, the stunning
countryside with valleys covered by ancient tribe’s bright green rice paddies among towering karst mountains, & a 3-day
luxury cruise in Halong Bay to complete this once-in-a-lifetime journey the best way possible! The breathtaking secluded
harbor has 2,000 limestone islands rising from the emerald waters of the Bac Bo gulf. It is one of Vietnam’s most scenic
regions and has been referred to as the eighth Wonder of the World. Don’t miss this one-of-a-kind itinerary filled with the
most authentic travel photography you’ll ever get!

B= Breakfast L= Lunch D= Dinner
Mar Day 1 (No
19th Meals)

Myanmar
(6 Nights)
Arrive
Yangon!

On arrival at Yangon Airport, we’ll be picked up by our private guide and
transferred to our hotel to check in (*note that hotel check-in time is 2pm, so
rooms may not be immediately available for groups arriving earlier in the day).
Yangon is the main gateway and former capital city of Myanmar. With
what can only be described as one of the most striking religious
monuments in South-East Asia, the Shwedagon Pagoda, plus a wealth of
colonial architecture and lots more besides, Yangon is a city of amazing
contrasts and a delight to explore.
Relax at the hotel or take a walk around the neighborhood before a good
night’s rest. Tomorrow an amazing adventure begins.

*Important: We’ll be flying into Yangon International Airport (RGN) on
March 19th 2020 AND
departing from of Hanoi
International Airport
(HAN) on March 30th
2020 so please book
your flights accordingly.
The arrival time
windows needed for the
included group transfer
will be sent to the group
approximately 4 months
before trip.
*As always, feel free to arrive a day early to catch up on jet lag. E-mail
steve@photoflytravel.com for pre-night accommodation and airport transfer
pricing.

Mar
20th

Day 2
(B, L, D)

Wonders of This morning we’ll visit the 2000-year-old Sule Pagoda, one of the city’s
the Big City! most endearing landmarks and an opportunity to view the splendid
colonial buildings that still dot this part of the city including City Hall and
the High Court Building.
Later there will be time to explore Bogyoke Aung San Market, still
commonly known by its old British name of Scott Market. Undoubtedly
offering the largest selection of handicrafts in Myanmar, the market is a
great place to discover a bargain and have fun haggling with the local
traders.
It will be time
for delicious
lunch at
Yangon
Teahouse
where we
experience the
blend of
authentic
Myanmar
flavors with the
familiar Western
favorites.
We’ll move on to General Aung San’s Museum. General Aung San was
a key figure in the country’s struggle for independence and his former
house is now a museum with interesting memorabilia on display including
family photographs and other personal effects.
Awesome photo opps are coming up when we arrive the huge reclining
Buddha at Chauk Htat Kyi. One of the country’s most stunning
reclining Buddhas, the serene face is topped by a crown encrusted with
colorful precious stones!
In the afternoon we visit the historic Shwedagon Pagoda which towers
almost 98 meters (326ft) above the green cityscape of Yangon. One of the
wonders of the religious world, it is believed to have been built more than
2500 years ago and is a testament to the faith of the Burmese. This
magnificent building is covered with hundreds of gold plates and the top

of the Stupa is encrusted with 4531 diamonds; the largest which is a single
76 carats.
One of the most magical times to visit the paya is early evening as the sun
is about to set. As night falls there will be the opportunity to light lots of
small candles near the base of the pagoda, a delightful event that enhances
the atmosphere
and provides
another angle
from which to
photograph this
stunning
building. Witness
the serenity and
calmness that
abounds at this
time of day; an
experience that
will remain for a
very long time.
Tonight we’ll enjoy a welcome dinner at one of the best restaurants in
Yangon, Le Planteur, for some delicious local specialties fused with fine
French & European cuisine.
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g294191-d940343Reviews-Le_Planteur-Yangon_Rangoon_Yangon_Region.html
Mar
21st

Day 3 (B, D) Onto the
Heart of
Myanmar!

Today we bid farewell to the big city and move onto Myanmar’s cultural
epicenter! After
breakfast, we’ll
be driven to the
airport for our
domestic flight to
Bagan.
Known as the
city of four
million pagodas,
Bagan is one of
the richest
archaeological
sites in Asia
and, with over 2000 pagodas, temples, and monasteries to explore, there is
certainly plenty to keep our eyes wide and cameras snapping! The temples
of Bagan can only be described as amazing and enchanting, a place still
largely unaffected by the 21st century where nobody leaves disappointed.
But there is more to this enchanting destination including rural village
life, interesting markets, and artisan workshops to name a few.
The rest of the day will be leisure but if you’d like to join us as a group, we
have a great optional day planned!
Optional Half Day Adventure:
After checking into the hotel, we’re off for a visit to nearby Phwar Saw
Village to witness & photograph rural Burmese life. On the way, we’ll stop

at an interesting market in Nyaung Oo to see the variety of fresh
produce for sale and gain insight into the bustling market atmosphere in
Bagan.
This afternoon we will get our first up close and personal experience of the
most iconic temples and & pagodas in the world! An authentic horse cart
ride allows us to squeeze through the narrow pathways and explore off the
track areas inaccessible by vehicle.

Price: 60.00 USD
Inclusions: All transportation and activities stated in itinerary above.
The day comes to an end for all of us with a relaxing sunset cruise on the
Irrawaddy River (included). A fun restaurant has been picked out for a
great meal tonight. Back at the hotel, rest up for another epic day
tomorrow!
Mar
22nd

DAY 4 (B)

Explore the
“City of
Temples”

Today will be dedicated to exploring the temples and surrounding area.
We’ll visit the Gubyauknge with its excellent stucco carvings, and the
impressive Htilominlo Pahto, & Ananda Pahto, one of the bestpreserved temples in the archeological zone.

Bagan is not only famous for its temples and pagodas but also for its
artistic handicrafts and lacquer ware. We’ll have an opportunity to visit a
local workshop where the process of making these interesting items can be
seen and photographed.

At last, the only way
to truly appreciate
the scale of the site is
atop one of the
temples at the end
of the day. Early
evening presents the
perfect opportunity
to watch the sunset
and take in the
enormity of the
surrounding area.
Get those cameras
ready to capture
thousands of temples stretching across the plains!

Optional Sunrise Hot Air Balloon Ride over Bagan:
The preeminent and most
exhilarating way to see the
mystical temples in Bagan is
from 1000ft in the air. We
offer this experience on a
45-minute sunrise balloon
flight. Cost: $350.00 Per
Person / *RSVP will be sent
to the group a few months
prior to the trip.

Mar
23rd

Day 5 (B, D) To the Land This morning we depart for Bagan airport to connect with our flight to
of Lakes
Heho. We’ll be picked up buy our guide at the airport head to Nyaung
and Leg
Shwe, the gateway to the lake.
Rowers!

Inle lake is literally dotted with interesting villages and floating gardens and
is one of the most picturesque locations in all of Myanmar. The lake and the
surrounding area is
also home to a number
of tribes, mainly Intha
but also Shan, Kayah
and Danaw to name a
few and there are
fantastic opportunities
for perusing local
markets and interacting
with the local people.

After a brief visit to
Shwe Yaunghwe
Kyaung Monastery,
famous for its unique oval windows, we’ll hop on a private boat and
venture onto the lake. First stop, the five ancient gold-covered Buddha
images at Phaung Daw Oo Pagoda, the holiest monastery on the lake.
We’ll continue onto the temple at Nga Hpe Kyaung on the eastern side
of the lake, which houses an impressive collection of ancient Buddha
images. Not far from here is a beautiful floating garden, the local’s
ingenious method for growing the fruits & vegetables that are so vital to
their survival & daily life.

And any visit to the lake would not be complete without witnessing and
photographing the unique technique of leg rowing synonymous with
the Intha fisherman. We’ll come upon a number of these master
boatmen and get close when possible for better views and images.

At the end of the day we’ll check into our boutique resort right on the
lake and enjoy a delicious assortment of local specialties for dinner.
Mar
24th

Day 6
(B, L, D)

Off the Path
Adventure
to Sagar
Villages

This morning we board a long boat for a scenic ride to Sagar, the offthe-path and quiet corner of Inle Lake. We’ve got an incredible day ahead
and, best of all, we’ll be exploring in partnership with a non-profit to
support the communities we encounter.
About the Samkar Lake CBT (Community Based Tourism) Project: Initiated
in 2017 by ICEI (Istituto Cooperazione Economica Internazionale), an Italian
NGO working with local communities around Samkar Lake to facilitate the
‘economic promotion of communities through enhancement of their cultural
and natural heritage’. The development of community-based tourism activities
has involved extensive training for communities from several villages in the
Samkar Lake region in various skills. These trainings and collaboration have
led to the development of our authentic and interactive experiences below.

Sagar (Samakar) is accessible from the main body of the Lake via a series
of interconnected natural canals at the lake’s southern end. Within an hour
we are far removed from the hustle and bustle of the main lake and can
photograph and experience a glimpse of authentic lake-life while we pass
villages, Chinese-style fishing nets, weaving factories, monasteries, stupas,
bamboo forests and floating gardens.

On our approach to Sagar village, superb photograph opportunities await.
With 60 years of history, the traditional site of the town was flooded after
the construction of a new damn project leaving numerous stupas and
pagodas partially submerged. Join our local community guide for a walking
tour around Thar Kaung Pagoda and Thar Ya Khone village to
explore the temples, crumbling stupas, and their large monastery. The main
temple houses a traditional Shan-style Buddha surrounded by a gorgeous
glass mosaic.

A walk through the center of town will be perfect for observing &
photographing
smiling locals &
schoolchildren
from this charming
village. Then we’ll
get to learn how
they make rice
crackers at a small
workshop and
make some
ourselves!
After all this
morning’s excitement it will be time to enjoy a home-cooked traditional
lunch at a local family’s home!
Before heading back, relax with a 1-hour trip aboard unique bamboo
rafts to admire the beautiful scenery and discover an ancient aqueduct near
Khon Thar village with a local community guide and pilot.
We’ll arrive back at our lake retreat this evening for a final night dinner to
celebrate part 1 of our incredible adventure throughout this amazing
country
Mar
25th

Day 7 (B)

Farewell to
Myanmar
Vietnam
(5 Nights)

After breakfast this
morning we’ll have time
to relax and enjoy the
serenity of the lake from
our charming boutique
resort before being
transferred to Heho
Airport to fly back to
Yangon. Then, it’s onto to
Vietnam!
-------------------------XIN CHÀO!
On arrival at Hanoi International Airport (HAN) we’ll be met by our
local guide & driver to transfer by private vehicle to our hotel in the heart
of the Hanoi, the country’s capital and cultural epicenter of Northern
Vietnam. Feel free to grab a bite to eat on your own or join our tour leader
for dinner before a full nights sleep. Tomorrow, part 2 of our incredible
journey begins…

Mar
26th

Day 8
(B, L, D)

Good
Morning
Vietnam!

Hanoi

Vietnam's small and
pleasant capital lies at
the heart of the northern
Exploring
Red River Delta, and is a
the streets of city of lakes, leafy
Hanoi on
boulevards and open
vintage
parks with a French
motorbikes colonial feel. Hanoi was
& jeeps
founded in 1010 and
became the official

Authentic
Street Food
Tour

capital of independent Vietnam in 1954. Today ancient crumbling buildings
dating from the 11th century lie scattered among grand French colonial
residences, while shrines and monuments to Vietnam's first president, Ho Chi
Minh, sit in the shadow of modern high-rise buildings. The streets of the Old
Quarter preserve age-old customs, where trade takes one back half a century
and temples, pagodas and monuments reflect the historic character of
Vietnam.

The morning we’ll
experience the real
Hanoi on the back of a
vintage motorbike to
parts-unknown, with slices
of life in the maze of
backstreets, tiny alleyways,
local homes, schools, and
black markets. Our skilled
motorbike drivers will
ensure the utmost safety
standards as we wind our way through the bustling city. There’s no better
way to see where & how locals live, work, and play!
Next, we’ll take the bikes outside the city to the peaceful villages &
floating community along the Red River. This change of pace and
scenery lays bare the contrast in harmony of life between the city and the
countryside of Hanoi.
Back in Hanoi, we’ll trade our motorbikes for vintage jeeps before
embarking on a delicious street food experience. Hanoi street food is
not just a quaint or exotic culinary excursion, but is central to how people
eat and helps define the culture and rhythm of the city. However, while
dining on the street sounds tempting and adventurous, it can be
understandably
intimidating. Our
well-chosen local
guide will happily
show us the hidden
but true taste of
Hanoi on a discovery
walk-through of
Vietnamese street
cuisine and culture.
During the walk we’ll
enjoy culinary delights
such as authentic pho
noodles, banh mi
sandwiches, local coffee, and chargrilled fish.
This afternoon we’re off to visit Ho Chi Minh’s complex where we’ll see
and photograph the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum from the outside. The
tomb is monumental, built of marble, granite, precious wood, and features
a three-stored structure. The second story houses the famous President’s
body, lying as if he were sleeping, in the simple clothes worn when he was
alive. Outside, visitors can see his popular quote “Khong co gi quy hon
doc lap tu do” (translated as “Nothing is more precious than independence
and freedom”) on the top face of the mausoleum.

Behind the Mausoleum, we’ll visit and explore inside Ho Chi Minh's
house. Refusing to live in the Presidential palace, President Ho Chi Minh
lived in a normal
electrician’s house
nearby. The
Government had a
simple and natureoriented environment
constructed for him to
live and work. Walking
around, experience his
simple and pure
lifestyle in the wooden
tiled house on stilts (Ethnic minority group’s architecture), surrounded by
gardens full of fruit trees and a peaceful fishpond. *Note the mausoleum can
only be viewed from the outside on this day.
Two more highlights still await in this vast complex: the One Pillar
Pagoda & Ho Chi Minh Museum. The ancient pagoda was built in 1049
under the Ly Dynasty and the museum was built in the shape of a white
lotus flower, which is nearly 60 ft high, including 3 floors. More than 2,000
documents and show-pieces are displayed, systematically reflecting
President Ho Chi Minh’s life and revolutionary cause since the late 19th
century.
Next up is the Temple of Literature. Founded in 1076, Van Mieu, the
Temple of Literature,
serves as a pleasant
respite from the bustle of
Hanoi’s street scene.
Emperor Ly Thanh Tong
built it to honor
academicians and men of
literary accomplishment,
and it served as Vietnam’s
first university, educating
the sons of mandarins. Its
five courtyards, the temple itself, and 82 inscripted columns represent
Vietnamese architecture at its finest and will be awesome to photograph.
Our day ends on a high note with an awesome cyclo ride, dinner, and
Water Puppet Show! In the
early evening we travel by
cyclo (pedicab) to a theatre
where this ancient and
unique art form of water
puppetry is re-enacted. The
‘stage’ is a pool of water in
which the puppeteers stand
waist deep, hidden by a
screen from behind which
they skillfully maneuver the
lacquered wooden puppets.
Attached to a bamboo pole, the puppets appear to dance and play on the
water’s surface. A traditional Vietnamese orchestra provides the musical
accompaniment whilst performers sing songs telling the story being acted
out by the puppets. Each short act relates to daily life and Vietnamese

folklore with names such as 'Returning from school after graduation' and
'Rearing ducks and chasing foxes’. After the performance finale, we’ll head
to one of Hanoi's many superb Vietnamese restaurants for dinner to
celebrate an awesome start to the second half of the adventure!
Mar
27th

Day 9 (B, L) The Hill
Tribes of
Mai Chau

A hearty breakfast is in order before we begin an epic road trip through
lush valleys and stunning karst mountains, rich with rice fields and ancient
tea plantations.
Mai Chau Hill Tribes
Mai Chau, a small town nestled in the midst of a lush valley and surrounded by
emerald-green rice fields, west of the capital. Discover the nature, beauty, and exotic
cultures of Vietnam's hill
tribes on a road trip
through the countryside
with breathtaking scenery
everywhere you look.
There will be many
photo stops along the
way and a short visit
with the Mu ong
tribes. Next up is the
Thung Khe Pass
offering a spectacular
view of Mai Chau Valley. On arrival in Mai Chau we’ll enjoy some free
time to explore, photograph, and mingle with the villagers after having an
authentic lunch with a local family of the White Thai tribe.
There’s no better way to experience the beauty of the valley than by riding
a bike through village paths winding by terraced rice paddies and through
small villages. We’ll make
stops to encounter the
people & cultures of the
ethnic minority group:
Pom Coong and Na
Phon.
Tonight, we return to
Hanoi in the evening to
enjoy dinner on our own
or, as always, join our tour leader to eat as a group.

Mar
28th
&
29th

Day 10 & 11
(B, L, D)

Bai Tu
Long: Best
of Halong
Bay

Luxury Cruise Throughout the Best of Halong Bay!
This morning we’re up bright and early to begin our journey to Halong
Bay.

Halong Bay is a breathtaking secluded harbor with 2,000 limestone islands rising from
the emerald waters of Bac Bo gulf. It is one of Vietnam's most scenic regions and has
been referred to as the eighth Wonder of the World. The area of about 1,500 sq

km is dotted with innumerable beaches and grottos, created over thousands of years by
waves and wind. Even in the rain the bay takes on a mystic quality.
Our three-day
cruise through the
seemingly neverending bay of
islands throughout
the UNESCO
World Heritage
Halong Bay and
off the beaten track
Bai Tu Long Bay
(The best and most
beautiful part of
Halong!), will be in a
deluxe cabin on an incredible luxury boat. We’ll enjoy delicious all-inclusive
Vietnamese food, and plenty of time to explore beaches, lagoons, and
sea caves. Our friendly, knowledgeable English-speaking crew are
awesome and make the experience truly memorable for the rest of our
lives!

Lay in the sun, enjoy a selection of the freshest seafood, & capture image
after image everywhere we look. The aim is to get off the beaten track
while maintaining a leisurely pace and the size of our vessel allows us to get
much closer to Halong Bay’s natural wonders like its pocket lagoons and
small fishing communities.
The boat is beautifully designed in the style of traditional fishing ships used
in South East Asia over the centuries. After a welcome refreshment on
board and a tour of the
dark-red wood interior,
lunch is served. The
junk sets sail through the
curiously named islets of
the bay, past a film
studio with surely the
best location in the
world, and on to Cap
La Village for
kayaking and
swimming. We’ll also
get to explore a
beautiful grotto filled with stalactites hanging from the high cave

ceiling. The cruise wouldn’t be complete without a stop at a secluded
white sand beach for relaxation and fun in the sun.

Delicious dinners, comfortable cozy cabins, and magnificent scenery will
make this a cruise unlike any other.
Mar
30th

Day 12 (B, L) Hanoi,
Vietnam→
Home

This morning, get up and photograph a beautiful sunrise (or sleep in), then
enjoy our final breakfast among this mystical paradise.

Our adventure now comes to an end as we arrive back at the port. Lunch
is provided onboard before disembarking back to the Hanoi International
Airport for our evening flights home. Bid farewell to the diverse lands of
Southeast Asia for now. After this trip of a lifetime we’re sure you’ll be
back!
*Important: We’ll be flying into Yangon International Airport (RGN) on
March 19th 2020 AND departing from of Hanoi International Airport (HAN)
on March 30th 2020 so please book your flights accordingly. The arrival time
windows needed for the included group transfer will be sent to the group
approximately 4 months before trip.

Price, Inclusions, & Exclusions Below…

Included
•

Meals:
Breakfast Everyday
7 Lunches
7 Dinners

•

Ground Transportation:
All Ground Transportation throughout

•

ALL 3 Domestic Flights within Myanmar:
(1) Yangon (RGN) → Bagan (NYU)
(2) Bagan (NYU) → Heho (HEH)
(2) Heho (HEH) → Yangon (RGN)

•

One-Way International Flight INCLUDED:
Myanmar (Yangon) → Vietnam (Hanoi)

•

Entrance Fees:
All entrance fees to sights listed on itinerary

Not Included
•

International airfare:
o

•

Flying into Yangon (RGN) on March 19th 2020 & departing from Hanoi (HAN) on March
30th 2020.

Visa’s: Must be obtained in advance
o

Vietnam: http://vietnamembassy-usa.org/consular/visa-application-process OR
https://visa.mofa.gov.vn/Homepage.aspx

o

Myanmar: http://evisa.moip.gov.mm/

•

Items of a personal nature

•

Tipping: Guides (Recommended 6.00-10.00 USD Per Day), Drivers (2-3.00 USD Per Day), Porters
(1.00 USD per bag), & Housekeeping (2-3.00 USD per day, per room)

•

Optional activities if stated above and any fees associated with activities on your own

•

Alcoholic & Non-Alcoholic Beverages are not included with meals unless specifically
stated in itinerary

•

Any meals not included

•

Additional transportation, items, etc. not listed in the above itinerary

Featured Hotel Accommodations
Myanmar
Yangon
Rose Garden Hotel: https://www.theroseyangon.com/
Bagan:
Amazing Bagan Resort: http://www.bagangolfresort.net/
Inle Lake:
Myanmar Treasure Resort: http://www.myanmartreasureresortinle.com/

Vietnam
Hanoi:
Essence Palace hotel: https://essencepalacehotel.com/
Halong Bay:
Dragon Legend (Cruise): https://www.dragonlegendcruise.com/
*Accommodations are handpicked for their uniqueness, style, and convenience.
*Hotels and accommodations above subject to change pending availability

Price: $2949.00 | Single Supplement: $745.00 | Refundable Deposit: $600.00
*For our solo travelers we will pair you up with someone of the same sex unless single
occupancy is requested.
Go here to sign up: https://www.photoflytravel.org/myanmar-vietnam-group-tours/
OR mail check to:
Local Planet Travel
105 Swallowtail Pl
Greenville, SC 29607
Cancellation Policy & Refunds
There is a $100.00 administrative fee for all cancellations. Cancellations made 120 days or more prior to departure
are fully refundable except for the $100 fee. Cancellations less than 120 days prior to departure date will receive no
refund of full amount due. No refunds on unused portions of the tour. After airline tickets are issued, airline
cancellations are per the airline’s policy and are usually non-refundable and changeable with a fee plus new ticket
price.
*Hotels subject to change based on availability
CST # 2101181-40

PhotoFly Travel Club
Club Organizer: Steve Juba
978 479 4527
steve@photoflytravel.com

